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PREFACE 

 A coalition formed in 2007, following the announcement that the mercenary 

warfare company then called Blackwater USA (now Academi) planned to erect an 824-

acre training facility in a green valley in southeast San Diego County. People 

representing opposing, sometimes antagonistic identities and political positions worked 

together. The coalition included residents of the unincorporated place called Potrero, 

and people living in the broader area called San Diego, California: anti-militarism 

activists, environmentalists, NIMBYs, libertarians — uniting to fight the threat of private 

military development. I saw images of a couple hundred people protesting in the high 

desert when I first moved to San Diego. The images appealed to an elusive desire I felt: 

A successful grassroots resistance movement against a mercenary corporation… An 

unlikely coalition… This essay examines how and why these images intercepted me. 

 Since moving to San Diego in 2017, I have learned to question what I have in the 

past recognized as activism. We all need to change the ways we are living in order to 

survive, and to find new ways to resist the ongoing instrumentalization of crisis for 

private gain and erasure. What does it take to feel that acutely and act on it? What does 

that mean for me? What does it mean to pursue medical gender transition amidst mass 

death, depression, and uprising against the carceral, white supremacist state? I believe 

in pursuit, and at the same time, I am challenged by my own belief. I researched and 

shot Pasture over the past three years, during which time I embraced my phobia of 

cameras, and my ambivalence about medical gender transition. During this time, I 

started passing as a man. 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 I say this to acknowledge the ways that my research, writing, and filmmaking 

process has been non-linear, and responsive to life. An earlier version of the film was a 

narrative project, another version was a social documentary. Two years into the work, I 

found myself unable to make either of these versions of the film. The film I ended up 

making has been shaped both by a process of listening and speaking with an older 

generation of activists (some of whom became friends), and by a process of writing and 

imagining. I have been trying, through layered, diaristic filmmaking, to communicate the 

interrelatedness of conditions that may not on the surface seem to be related: the 

ongoing enclosure, militarization, and destruction of this land, the politics and narratives 

of austerity and control enacted by social institutions under racial capitalism, and the 

forms of knowledge and self-examination that may or may not be part of being trans. In 

both the film and in this essay, I hope to offer as a tracing: my pursuit of these 

connective threads. 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ABSTRACT OF THE THESIS 

Pasture 

by 

Asa Lipman Mendelsohn 

Master of Fine Arts in Visual Arts 

University of California San Diego 2020 

Professor E. R. Cho, Chair  

 Pasture is a non-fiction film that moves between quiet places in Southern 

California, where in the mid-2000s a grassroots movement resisted private military 

development, and New York City, where the filmmaker is coming from. In pursuit of an 

unlikely coalition, Pasture reflects on relationships between passing, fantasy, and 

friendship. 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 This essay accompanies the film, addressing some of its driving concerns, and 

reflecting on my process as a filmmaker. The first section orients the two that follow, 

drawing from a transfeminist political framework. Here, I work towards a theory of 

“Fantasy and Activism,” that accounts for settler notions of belonging within a wish for 

coalition across lived experiences of difference. Laying the ground for future work, I ask: 

how can the tasks of political resistance be rescaled to recognize the roles that fantasy 

plays in the reality of power? “Mercenary” and “Quiet” combine critical analysis and 

personal narrative to: first, address the stakes of private military development as part of 

the settler project of racial capitalism. Following “Mercenary,” “Quiet” then assembles a 

series of reflections: I consider the depiction of Potrero and Nomirage, California as 

“quiet” places, and ways that some forms of resistance are described as “quiet.” I reflect 

on my own relationship to quiet, and on who I am in these places. 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FANTASY AND ACTIVISM 

Capitalism and its production of gore imagery has crossed over the 
strange, thin line between fantasy and reality, producing a complete 

reversal that re-establishes reality as something horrifying and true, that 
increasingly resembles fiction, but differs from fiction in that it is 

heartbreakingly palpable and irreparable.  1

Sayak Valencia 

 I’m writing in March 2020 in quarantine in San Diego, where I wash my hands 

after coming in from the deck of the treehouse I’m staying in, and do not go further while 

waiting out a period after potential exposure to COVID-19. My thoughts stutter between 

competing realities and fantasies: what I have in the past meant by “fantasy” and 

“activism” is alternately challenged and affirmed by the present shuttering of institutional 

life. In these circumstances, if I am going to continue to use these words, it feels 

pertinent to consider how both have mattered for Pasture.  

 I start this section on “Fantasy and Activism” by remembering an encounter with 

the word activist while working on the film. I situate this encounter politically, and in 

relation to my process as a filmmaker. I follow transfeminist writers, including Claudia 

Sofía Garriga-López, Sayak Valencia, and Liliana Falcón, in recognizing the 

embeddedness of a capitalist, settler imaginary within gendered and racialized 

dynamics of power and oppression, as well as possibilities for resistance. Following 

their work, I take this point of recognition as a basis for class and gender struggle 

across geopolitical and historical contexts — and as a basis for more careful and more 
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effective approaches to coalition-building than those proposed by neoliberal 

multiculturalism.  My hope is that this section helps to frame the two that follow, and that 2

the arcs of thinking that I begin to develop here might provide a scaffold for future 

projects. 

 Speaking with an anti-Blackwater resident of Potrero last winter, I became 

preoccupied with the expression accidental activist. Jan explained to me that she never 

considered herself an activist — neither before nor after Blackwater’s attempt to 

develop in Potrero.  

 She breaks it down. The better part of her 2006 - 2008 was taken up with the 

kinds of activities sometimes called activism: recently elected to the local Planning 

Board, she started tape-recording meetings about the proposed training facility. She 

spent long hours after work transcribing these recordings, which she circulated to 

Potrero residents unable to attend meetings, and then to people outside the community. 

She followed the coverage of Blackwater West in area media, and, until she was 

reprimanded by the County for violating the Brown Act Agreement,  she wrote OP-EDs 3

and letters to journalists.  People from outside Potrero started showing up; monthly 4

meetings typically attended by the six to nine Planning Group members were attended 

by up to a hundred people. Some drove out to East County more than an hour to 

witness corrupt civic proceedings, rallying support for resistance to the project.  

 The people who drove from San Diego for the Blackwater meetings came for 

different reasons. There were environmentalists advocating for land protections, and 

anti-war activists, fighting against the privatization of the U.S. military and the 

securitization of the border. There were longtime organizers, and those more recently 
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politicized by the U.S. occupation of Afghanistan and Iraq. Activists from outside Potrero 

helped organize actions: picketing the county courthouse, staging demonstrations in 

town. In October 2007, a coalition from San Diego joined with residents to host a two-

day event in Potrero County Park, that included workshops on Border Angels’ work 

supporting struggling migrants, and on resistance to the Iraq War, as well as a march 

down Round Potrero Road to the gates above the valley, overlooking the development 

site. Jan also participated in many of these actions, and represented a voice of local 

resistance to media and government officials. She helped lead a successful recall 

election to remove the members of the Planning Group who originally approved 

Blackwater’s project in 2006. After the company withdrew their proposal in March 2008, 

Jan spoke at the victory party. These activities made her a target of attack by neighbors 

who actively supported the Blackwater West proposal. 

 By Jan’s account, she did what she had to in order to protect Potrero, the place 

she felt saved her from a difficult period in her life, a place she loves. Remembering, 

she distinguishes herself from activists — activists being those who regularly participate 

in demonstrations, those who drive an hour to attend community meetings in a place 

they do not live. She concedes that she might be an accidental activist — accidental 

asserting that she didn’t come to the fight against Blackwater from an explicitly 

ideological position, but because she felt she had to. If she didn’t, she would lose 

something she couldn’t afford to lose. “Accidental activist” here might mean: who you 

are when your survival depends on acting politically.  

 Is the assumption here that when you are in a position where survival is already 

a struggle, you don’t use the word “activism,” you just act? I am interested in the class 
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politics implied by a distinction between “activism” and “accidental activism”: between 

acting out of political conviction and acting out of need. I am interested in this distinction 

knowing that these two positions may not always be opposed to each other or mutually 

exclusive — often, we act with conviction and out of need at the same time; and, often, 

this is what effective resistance requires. 

 I’m also interested in Jan’s self-identification as an accidental activist because in 

this place, I am not one. I am coming to the story of resistance to private military 

development as an outsider, a white filmmaker with educational class privilege, 

passing.  In 2017, I am attracted by a distant suggestion that I might find a story about 5

successful grassroots resistance against corporate and military power, a coalition. Not 

unlike the activists who showed up in Potrero to fight against Blackwater, I arrived with a 

political and narrative agenda. But more, I arrived out of wanting. However we draw 

lines of identification with or against neoliberal formations of what counts as “activism,” I 

wanted a story. I wanted to spend time in this place. I had a strong and uneasy feeling 

that spending time here would teach me something I needed. That I might be moved 

and find surprising forms of joy.  

 I want films to sit in the parts of life that feel impossible to understand. Not to 

explain, but to hold complexity: to survive the impossibility of understanding. My 

investment in these more abstract questions both enables and interferes with listening 

to this place, and to the people I spend time with here, who also change me.  

 In my pursuit of a story, my personal fantasy of “coalitional resistance” 

overwhelms me, clouding details. Given that the company formerly known as 

Blackwater indeed went on to pursue development in other places near the border, does 
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it even make sense to mark their withdrawal from Potrero in March 2008 as the result of 

successful resistance, as I have hoped it to be? Given that in May 2008 the company 

now known as Academi opened a facility a couple blocks from what is now the Cross-

Border Express in Otay Mesa, does it make sense to consider the work done by 

activists and accidental activists in Potrero a coalitional success? Given that Academi 

continues to occupy that property on Viva Siempre road — billing it as an indoor 

shooting range available to rent by other security agencies and private parties — could 

it still make any sense to look to the resistance enacted in Potrero and in Nomirage as 

models for how to fight the combination of private and state power represented by a 

mercenary warfare company? 

 Yet further ambiguities remain. Despite documented relationships between the 

Wind Zero proposal in Imperial County, the Blackwater proposals in San Diego County, 

and the Eagle Rock Training Facility that for a period existed on Los Coyotes 

Reservation land near Warner Springs, it remains unproven whether Wind Zero was 

actually a shadow company for Blackwater, and to what extent Eagle Rock was 

supported by Blackwater.  

 And, further disappointments remain. Near the site in Nomirage where the 

coalition of anti-militarism activists, environmentalists, Quechan elders, and local 

residents assembled as People Against Wind Zero (PAWZ), to fight against the private 

military training facility called Wind Zero, wind farms under the name Ocotillo Wind have 

since been constructed, destroying sacred Quechan sites. Though in 2007, destruction 

of Kumeyaay land was named as a concern among STOP BLACKWATER activists, the 

coalition did not include any Kumeyaay tribal members.  In late 2019 an industrial hemp 6
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grower announced plans to develop in the same valley in Potrero scouted by 

Blackwater West in 2006. Like Blackwater, Green Hydraulics promises new jobs in the 

area. Their proposal does not involve rezoning the land, or constant gunfire, but a hemp 

farm would likely enable increased policing of the area, and there are ecological 

concerns about the aquifers and water tables. If these details feel onerous, that is part 

of the point.  

 Eve Sedgwick writes that in psychoanalysis, fantasy functions to not only “tether” 

us to the world, but to name an incoherent space of experience: “a closed room with all 

the air sucked out of it — hence, no gravity, and just a few, diverse objects tumbling 

around together.”  Her image helps reframe some of the challenges to interpretation 7

within my project; in an airless chamber of signifiers, private military development blurs 

into other kinds of development projects, and “coalition” stands in for all coalitions, all 

possibilities for a future. The slipping between private military development and other 

kinds of development projects that emerges in the storytelling about resistance to 

Blackwater in the mid-2000s may speak to the machinations of power that make it hard 

to recognize what is happening.  

 Given the momentum of capitalist development, and the deep mutual 

investments between military, police, government institutions, and private corporations 

here and elsewhere, do possibilities for resistance always involve fantasy? I ask this 

question not with a sense of futility (as might be implied by the suggestion that 

resistance involves fantasy), but rather a sense of possibility: how to rescale the tasks 

of resistance to account for the roles that fantasy plays in the reality of power — to both 
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validate and accept the complexity of fantasizing as part of forming coalitions, part of 

working together? 

 Sayak Valencia explores the political stakes of this possibility in the San Diego-

Tijuana border region. I turn to her work both for her investment in coalitional 

relationships, and for her deep reading of this place. She too writes in terms of fantasy, 

describing the “strange thin line between fantasy and reality.”  In Gore Capitalism, 8

Valencia draws from Mike Davis’s writing on “sacrifice zones” to describe potent 

relationships between U.S. imperialism and the current conditions of femicide and 

abuse of women globally, and with more focused attention, in Mexico. She elaborates 

on Davis, writing that, “these spaces are treated as… gate-territories and backdoor 

cities, where the undesirable and the desirable mix, hybridizing these elements and 

making it difficult to apply a traditional axiology for their conceptualization.”  The set of 9

violent material and epistemological differences that the construction of a border 

enforces and maintains make it hard to know what is real on either side. This is true, of 

course, partly because the notion of “either side of the border” represents both settler 

fantasy and its material consequence. 

 As I begin learning about the anti-Blackwater organizing in Potrero in 2017, I am 

connected with Mike Davis. I am told that he, as a Marxist environmentalist and author 

of a critical social history of San Diego, might be an important interlocutor for my 

questions about anti-militarism in the region.  He responds to my email with a brief 10

reply. To the point: he says that my pursuit of this story is a waste of time. Why focus on 

this obscure episode in local history, considering how much militarization has taken 

place, and while many resistance projects are being organized now in real time — 
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projects with more explicitly anti-racist, anti-capitalist, and anti-carceral aims? Mike 

Davis’s response turns over in my head for the next couple years. 

 I read the English translation of Sayak’s book at the suggestion of a friend. On 

Yom Kippur, the Jewish day of atonement, in September 2018, I’m micro-dosing 

shrooms, having recently had my tits cut off at the UCSF Medical Center. I’m staying in 

the back of an apartment sublet at a discount rate by friends of friends in the Mission — 

an expense for which the health insurance I access as a University of California 

graduate student will reimburse me several months later. From here, I write a letter to a 

friend reflecting on the histories of struggle that give me access to “trans inclusive” 

health insurance through the University, that enable me to pursue this medical 

adventure without incurring economic debt. I refer to Gore Capitalism in my letter; I am 

trying, by writing to my friend about infrastructure, to come closer to what Sayak might 

mean by “reality.” I am trying to wrap my head around how her analysis of the border 

region is distinct from Sedgwick’s “closed room.” 

 Valencia describes the ways that fantasy functions as a genre of horror within 

Western literature and cinema. Her characterization of the San Diego-Tijuana border 

region as a sacrifice zone draws on those traditions, from Medieval monsters to Grand 

Theft Auto. The horror she writes about is both close to and distant from the 

circumstances of my life: a both that feels overwhelmingly clear, now looking back at a 

hospital bed selfie I sent to friends, to let them know I was ok after I woke up from 

anesthesia. I’m propped on a pillow, the English translation of Gore Capitalism in hand. I 

remember that drugged moment, posing for my iPhone 4s, my glassy expression — as 

if saying, Look: I just woke up from invasive surgery and now I’m reading critical theory. 
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Look: I’m a white American transsexual who cares about geopolitics and coalition 

building. Look: I’m a man now, but I’m still a feminist.  

 Reading Sayak’s book in San Francisco, I began to hear her voice in my film. I 

sent her an email conveying the kinship I felt with her book. I am grateful that she was 

more receptive than Mike Davis, and both grateful and moved that she remained in 

dialogue with me for more than a year as I developed a more concrete proposal for her 

role in Pasture. We eventually filmed on a weather-beaten stage on a rainy day in 

December, a wooden facade created for historical reenactments by Jan’s neighbors in 

Potrero. The set is an Old West-style saloon in Tecate. We slip between genres of 

fantasy. The owner of the stage also grew up in Tijuana, though she doesn’t go back 

anymore. 

Figure 1: Selfie reading Gore Capitalism after waking up from anesthesia, University of California, San 

Francisco Medical Center, August 30, 2018 
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 In one edit of Pasture, I use a moniker for my on-screen fantasy-self, the version 

of myself who was born ten years before I was; who relocates from New York City to the 

border region to document the STOP BLACKWATER movement. “The activist 

filmmaker,” appearing as on-screen text. As a fantasy and exercise in self-imaging, “the 

activist filmmaker” is both self-deprecating and sincere. He is someone who I imagine 

has organized his life in a way that enables him to pick up and leave for a political 

cause, to shift gears for an opportunity to act as social documentarian — an agility and 

set of privileges I imagine based on people I know, who I am both critical and jealous of, 

and who I also admire. In other ways, he of course resembles me. For the activist 

filmmaker, filmmaking is activism when it is documenting and archiving social 

movements. 

  The activist filmmaker is both older than I am and younger than I am. His gender 

is simpler than mine is — or it isn’t — either he transitioned at an earlier age than I did, 

or he never transitioned at all. The fantasy is that he doesn’t have to deal with the 

messiness of not knowing whether or in what ways he’s passing. 

 I eventually cut this moniker from the film, though it takes me a couple months. I 

realize “the activist filmmaker” is redundant, and, maybe, besides the point.  
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MERCENARY 

 We talk after the work day, mid-winter: the kind of dark that could be 6pm or 

midnight. I call from the car because I’m living with seven other people and the walls are 

thin. Staring at a tall line of palms out the passenger’s side, I imagine that where you 

are, it’s darker. 

You tell me your story in installments over a couple weeks, breaking it up so it 

doesn’t get too late. The story is about how you ended up fighting against Blackwater, 

The World’s Most Powerful Mercenary Army,  in the quiet unincorporated place in San 11

Diego County you’ve been living the last thirty years.  

You tell me the Blackwater representatives would drive white Humvees, they 

would drive white Humvees around town. Sometimes, on Highway 94, you’d see one 

following you. You started expecting it.  

You mention that you didn’t know what Blackwater was at first. You didn’t know 

they were considered mercenaries. “I thought mercenaries were just in other countries, 

other times. I didn’t know that we had them here, that we have them now.”  

Holding the phone to my ear feels like listening to the radio in the dark, but the 

car is off. 
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Who is a mercenary? 

 Roxanne Dunbar-Ortiz provides this definition: “A mercenary is a soldier for hire, 

who is not loyal to any particular government, group, or ideology.”  A mercenary is a 12

privately contracted killer, acting on behalf of his employer, from a position of his own 

monetary gain. Contracts may come from various departments of the military or 

government, from foreign governments, or from private companies. A mercenary’s 

loyalty is to money. In the United States, contemporary mercenaries are often former 

military personnel, and are paid more than federally enlisted soldiers.  

The expansion of U.S. mercenary contracts over the past decades indicates the 

extent to which private military violence has been legitimized as part of the ongoing 

settler project of racial capitalism.  I want to address the political stakes of private 13

military development in order to understand the stakes of resistance. I turn to Dunbar-

Ortiz to explain how mercenary warfare has been part of the settler colonial project in 

this place since its beginning: that the earliest missions of U.S. militia were massacres 

of Native American towns, confederacies, and nations — and that those militia were, 

from as early as the seventeenth century, composed, in part, of privately contracted 

mercenaries.  

Dunbar-Ortiz provides the example of George Percy, a Jamestown resident of 

noble class status, who had fought in the Dutch war for independence from Spain, and 

whose forces were hired as mercenaries in 1610 to set fire to an Indigenous Powhatan 

town. As hired mercenaries, Percy’s militia kidnapped and beheaded people. They 

threw kidnapped Indigenous children overboard their ship, shooting them in the water. 
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Dunbar-Ortiz emphasizes that such acts of violence constituted the development and 

expansion of the colonies — and that Indigenous acts of resistance have occurred 

throughout the four hundred years of settler colonialism in this place.  

In the case of the Powhatan Confederacy, which grew stronger in response to 

the encroachment and attack of Jamestown colonizers, there was the attack of 1622 in 

which Powhatan resistors killed about a third of the Jamestown settler population, 

approximately three hundred and fifty people. Such events are systematically erased 

from dominant histories, obscuring the fact that U.S. settler colonialism has always 

involved tactics of warfare — and that throughout this history, Indigenous resistors have 

fought back. 

Nick Estes explains that what distinguishes settler colonialism from other forms 

of colonialism is, first, that settlers attempt to remain in the place they are colonizing 

permanently. He writes: “the process is never complete, and the colonial state’s 

methods for gaining access to new territories change over time…”  Estes stakes out a 14

history legacy of Indigenous resistance to U.S. settler colonialism that identifies the 

ongoing war on Indigenous life taking place not only through military action, but 

throughout the social institutions of the settler nation state, from the seizure of land to 

the establishment of schools, to all kinds of cultural and governmental agencies and 

development projects. la paperson adds that, 

“settler” is not an identity; it is the idealized juridical space of exceptional 
rights granted to normative settler citizens and the idealized 
exceptionalism by which the settler state exerts its sovereignty. The 
“settler” is a site of exception from which whiteness emerges. Whiteness is 
property; it is the right to have rights…  15
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A mercenary is a settler. Following this analysis, I am interested in considering 

mercenarism as a juridical space, an arm of the settler capitalist state. The question is, 

then, not “who is a mercenary?” but, “what is he?” 

State- and privately-funded military forces connect the settler colonial project of 

Southern California to Central America and the Middle East. Kathleen Belew describes 

the role played by mercenary warfare through the growth of the white power movement 

in the United States from the 1970s to the present, encompassing multiple forms of 

organized violence and policing.  According to Belew’s account, former U.S. 16

mercenaries, many of whom were also former military, came out of missions in the 

1970s rearing to go. The experiences of U.S.-contracted mercenaries in Central 

America, as well as the growth of a federally funded Border Patrol agency in the 1980s, 

helped foment independent militia groups, including the Minutemen, Friends of Border 

Patrol, and the Ku Klux Klan, in the area near what is designated as the U.S.-Mexico 

border.  

 In an interview last summer, Pedro Ríos, Director of the American Friends 

Service Committee (AFSC) U.S.-Mexico Border Project, connects the content of 

Belew’s research to this region. He traces the history of explicitly anti-Mexican KKK 

activity on the border back to the 1920s. “These militia groups,” he explained, act as “an 

informal extension of state violence,” at times committing the same acts of policing and 

terror as Border Patrol, and occupying areas around the border to which Border Patrol 

typically only granted themselves access. In 2005-06, a group of armed Minutemen 

erected an encampment in Campo, within a few-mile range of both the border between 

the United States and Mexico, and the nearest federally recognized Kumeyaay Indian 
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reservation — as well as the valley in Potrero where Blackwater proposed to develop its 

facility. There, the AFSC found bullet casings.  

 In this historical view, paramilitary, white terrorist groups, vigilantes, police, and 

mercenaries, work together as if a loosely assembled coalition, in service to and under 

contract with a deeply held cultural fantasy: American whiteness. I am looking at 

Belew’s work alongside Pedro’s account of the presence of such groups in the same 

area along the California side of the border where Blackwater tried to develop facilities 

in the mid-2000s — not to suggest that paramilitary and white terrorist groups represent 

the same political formations as contracted mercenaries, but that they are historically 

and materially connected. I am reading across what I have read and what I have been 

told. Not all political coalitions are good. 
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What is a mercenary?  

 Article 47 (1977) of the Geneva Convention states that a mercenary: 

(a) is specially recruited locally or abroad in order to fight in an armed 
conflict; (b) does, in fact, take a direct part in the hostilities; (c) is 
motivated to take part in the hostilities essentially by the desire for private 
gain and, in fact, is promised, by or on behalf of a Party to the conflict, 
material compensation substantially in excess of that promised or paid to 
combatants of similar ranks and functions in the armed forces of that 
Party…  

Finally, a mercenary, according to the Geneva Convention, “does not have the right to 

be a combatant or a prisoner of war.”  Here, “cannot be a combatant” means that a 17

mercenary cannot be tried as a combatant: he cannot be held accountable to 

international law. His loyalty is to money. 

 Erik Prince, founder of Blackwater Worldwide, and more recently of the security 

and logistics company Frontier Services Group, reportedly dissed both Geneva 

Convention regulations and people from “the likes of Iraq or Afghanistan or Pakistan” 

during a speech given to an audience of ROTC and business people at the University of 

Michigan on January 14, 2010, from which journalists were denied attendance. 

According to Jeremy Scahill, who later accessed a recording of his speech, Prince 

remarked: 

“You know, people ask me that all the time, ‘Aren’t you concerned that you 
folks aren’t covered under the Geneva Convention in [operating] in the 
likes of Iraq or Afghanistan or Pakistan?’ And I say, ‘Absolutely not,’ 
because these people, they crawled out of the sewer and they have a 
1200 AD mentality. They’re barbarians. They don’t know where Geneva is, 
let alone that there was a convention there.”  18

The blatantness of both his racism and his scorn for international war law indicate the 

political ethos of Prince’s project. He does not refer to Blackwater’s personnel as 
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“mercenaries,” and elsewhere denies that this is an appropriate title.  Yet, at the same 19

time, Prince publicly acknowledges that his personnel are widely regarded as 

mercenaries. His remarks are flippant: Call us whatever you want, your international war 

law will never apply to us. 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Gregg Bordowitz recalls William Burroughs writing:  

“Language is a virus from outer space.” ° 

° Bordowitz writes: “And while that idea is certainly the animating concept underlying 
most of his writings, I cannot locate that particular quote anywhere in his writing. 
Perhaps my methods of scholarship are lacking, but I like the idea that ‘language is a 
virus from outer space’ enters into the popular consciousness as a statement without a 
locatable citation. Suppose it just emerged from the body of Burroughs’s writings, 
bubbling out of his texts to circulate among us endlessly?”  20
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What is a mercenary? 

 As a hired killer and contract worker, a mercenary is a paradigmatic agent of the 

capitalist state. He is a professional villain, and does not have to hide. That his labor is 

legally sanctioned, legible, embedded within ancient and modern frameworks of 

warfare, is part of that paradigm. 

 Following Burroughs, language is viral, unstable in pursuit of a host. Erik Prince’s 

dismissal of Geneva Convention regulations encapsulates something fundamental 

about U.S. exceptionalism and U.S. Imperialism: Your international war law will never 

apply to us. Use whatever words you want but your language will never confine us — 

we’ll keep buying our way around it. His flippancy also represents something 

paradigmatic about the legacy of contracted violence in the United States — in which 

wars are waged for private gain, and in which the death and destruction of lives that are 

not valued, of Black and Indigenous lives in particular, drive the market.  A few key 21

points of relation: 

1990: Erik Prince interns briefly in George H. W. Bush’s White House 
1996: Prince family sells company to Johnson Controls for $1.35 billion. The sale 
of Edgar’s empire enables Erik, who inherits approximately $500 million, to build 
his own. In September 1996 Erik is discharged from the SEALS.  
January 1998: Blackwater gets its first paying customer, a Navy SEAL team. The 
company specializes in firearms training, but soon receives requests from Spain 
to train presidential security details and from Brazil for counterterrorism 
instruction 
1996-2000: Erik’s sister, Betsy DeVos, is the Chair of the Michigan Republican 
Party. At this time she has already married Dick DeVos, heir of the Amway 
Corporation. 
2000: She is George H. W. Bush’s “pioneer” fundraiser. 
2016: Trump appoints DeVos as U.S. Secretary of Education, though she has no 
prior experience working with educators, students, or schools. 
2017: Erik Prince is present during a secret meeting shortly before Trump’s 
inauguration with close advisers of Vladimir Putin. 
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 Since the mid-2000s when Blackwater was actively pursuing development in the 

San Diego area, the company has undergone several name changes and rebranding 

campaigns:  

2010: The company is acquired by USTC Holdings, an “investor consortium,” 
with John Ashcroft serving as its “Ethics Advisor.” In an effort to divert a tenuous  
media legacy, in part defined since 2005 by association with the dead U.S. 
mercenaries in Fallujah, Blackwater is rebranded as Xe Services.  
Late 2011: Xe (pronounced She) Services becomes Academi (pronounced 
“Academy,”) chosen in part to evoke the ideas of “the Platonic academy”—“an 
ethos of excellence, honor, and discipline.”  22

2014: Academi becomes a division of Constellis Holdings, along with Triple 
Canopy and other security companies. The headquarters training center in 
Moyock, North Carolina, formerly called Blackwater Training Center, is renamed 
the United States Training Center (USTC). 

 I try to imagine the Friends of Border Patrol encampment in Campo in the 

mid-2000s: bands of para-military holding target practice near the border, firing 

automatic weapons out towards the long horizon. I imagine it would not be hard to say 

they hit someone by accident. “Target practice.”  

 I imagine what it might be like had Blackwater successfully developed the facility 

they proposed in Potrero. In 2006 the company produced an animation illustrating the 

speculative facility, the valley from above, an animated helicopter ride over 824-square 

acres of firing ranges and ship simulators, mess halls for visitors to stay and eat their 

meals, steep valley walls on all sides. Slow fade to darkness: a group of white men 

crouched over a fire, cans of beans. They wear automatic weapons strapped to their 

bodies. They’ve been practicing.  

 I imagine the bullet casings that Pedro found at the Friends of Border Patrol 

encampment when I watch the footage I shot at the reenactment of an 1875 shootout at 
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Campo, where the reenactors all wore authentic period costumes and shot blanks out of 

antique guns, which made me flinch every time, resulting in jumpy footage.  

 I am brought back to that imagery again reading an essay by Sayak Valencia and 

Liliana Falcón, “Las antiguas plantaciones son hoy campos de concentración al aire 

libre.” Writing in Tijuana in 2019, where thousands of people are imprisoned, displaced 

by decades-long U.S.-financed wars, Valencia and Falcón connect present and past 

terror. They end their essay with a call to action, to work in solidarity with those most 

oppressed by U.S. Imperialism, within North America and in the global south. They 

write:  

Lxs transfeministas y lxs minoritarios nos preguntamos y les preguntamos 
¿para cuándo la revolución masculina que logre desobedecer a los 
mandatos machistas que empiezan por negar este machismo impune, 
este patriarcado que les otorga privilegios a costa de nuestro bienestar y 
nuestra vida? Nosotrxs desobedecemos, ¿ustedes cuándo?  23
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Mercenary  

comes from the Latin 

mercenarius: 

one who does anything for money  

Also from  

merced, merces:  

wages  

And from  

merx:  

merchandise  

Sharing these  

roots with 

mercy  

English is a virus from Europe 
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 In the mid-2000s while Blackwater developed training facilities near the San 

Diego-Tijuana border, mercenary contracts in U.S.-occupied Iraq and Afghanistan 

expanded exponentially:  

2001: On September 10, 2001, Donald Rumsfeld addresses the Pentagon 
officials in charge of overseeing the “high stakes business of defense 
contracting—managing the Halliburtons, Dyn Corps, and Bechtels…” He 
refers to a need to “save” the Pentagon“from itself,” advocating for 
contracted defense firms as a way to sidestep governmental 
“bureaucracy.”  At the time the planes hit the towers and New York, 24

Blackwater is already hosting CIA personnel at its Moyock facility.  2002: 25

The establishment of Blackwater Security Consulting moves the company 
into the private security business.  2004: Following the deaths of 26

Blackwater mercenaries in Fallujah, the company engages the Alexander 
Strategy Group to do damage control. Within days, Erik Prince has private 
meetings with senior Republican members of Congress, including San 
Diego Congressman Duncan Hunter, Chair of House Services Committee. 
2005: Blackwater is awarded a $35.6 million Navy contract, with the bulk 
to be spent on developing centers in Norfolk, San Diego, and San Antonio. 
The same year, the company incorporates “border security” into its 
mission statement. At the time that Blackwater was hunting San Diego 
area real estate, the company was in a period of exponential growth, 
largely through the wars fought on behalf of the United States in 
Afghanistan and Iraq, where the ratio of mercenaries to military soldiers on 
the ground grew from 1:10 in 2001 to 1:1 in December 2006, when Donald 
Rumsfeld resigned as U.S. Secretary of Defense. In August 2005, 
Blackwater mercenaries showed up in post-Katrina New Orleans, 
performing “disaster relief” alongside FEMA… Blackwater mercenaries 
come in to New Orleans heavily armed, and bill the U.S. government 
DoHS $950 / day per mercenary. In 3 months, DHS pays BW more than $ 
33.3 million for work in Katrina.  Congressman Duncan Hunter of El 27

Cajon added an amendment to H.R. 4437, the Border Protection, 
Antiterrorism, and Illegal Control Act of 2005, requiring the incorporation of 
border fencing at five locations along the U.S.-Mexico border. Colin Powell 
announces that the “actual Army is about broken.” 2007: After Blackwater 
came under scrutiny following Fallujah, Prince is put before the Committee 
on Oversight and Government Reform. Protests against the Blackwater 
West project in Potrero. Brandon Webb first presents plans for the Wind 
Zero training facility in Ocotillo/Nomirage. During the “Hearing Before the 
Committee on Oversight and Government Reform,” Prince explains that 
Blackwater is “trying to do for the national security apparatus what FedEx 
did for the Postal Service.”  28
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2007-08: Blackwater quietly incorporates Greystone Limited as a tax-
exempt entity in Barbados.  AB 300 passed in California “in order to 29

relieve the significant overcrowding problems facing state prisons”—
authorizing approximately $7.7 billion for the construction of new prisons. 
Potrero community members successfully pursue a recall election, 
replacing the members of the Planning Group who had originally approved 
the project. A Blackwater employee fatally shoots an Iraqi civilian said to 
be driving too close to a convoy. Former Navy SEAL Brandon Webb 
makes presents plans to develop a 1000-acre private military training 
facility under the name Wind Zero to the Ocotillo-Nomirage Community 
Council in Imperial County; Brian Bonfiglio is present.  “In a 2007 30

congressional hearing on the Real ID Act’s ability to ensure safety, 
Senator Arlen Specter echoed the logic of the Social Security no-match 
letters, stating that ‘one of the issues that we are struggling with [in 
immigration legislation] is, beyond securing borders, to have employers 
know who is legal and who is not legal…’”  The United States now 31

imprisons 1 in every 100 adults (1 in every 9 black men between the ages 
20-34): the highest documented rate of imprisonment per capita of any 
country. Common cause of imprisonment: self-medicating. Michigan Court 
of Appeals rules that “HIV infected blood is a ‘harmful biological 
substance,’” following the case People v. Antoine Deshaw Odom.”  ACT 32

UP marks its twenty year anniversary with an action demanding 
Healthcare for All. Blackwater USA notifies San Diego County it is 
withdrawing its proposal. Their withdrawal is celebrated by protestors in 
Potrero as a success, though the company claims that the protests had 
nothing to do with their decision to pull out, citing instead that the 
environmental requirements being put forward by the county were too 
strict. Only two months after the anti-Blackwater protestors in San Diego 
learned about the company’s presence in Otay Mesa, Blackwater opens 
their facility on Siempre Viva Road, two blocks from the Tijuana 
International Airport. A Voice of San Diego article addresses economic ties 
between Blackwater West and Mayor Jerry Sanders, who they report to 
have returned $8620 in campaign donations “from supporters who had 
business pending before the city.”  Lobbyists with Blackwater as a client 33

were among those receiving refunds. ICE Operation Devil Horns. Barack 
Obama elected 44th President of the U.S. He takes office just after a 
Federal Bailout. 

2010-12: Blackwater West project manager Brian Bonfiglio registers Eagle 
Rock Training Facility LLC, developing a physical center on the Los 
Coyotes Indian Reservation near Warner Springs, San Diego County, 
which is closed after a 14,100 acre wildfire in August 2011.  Wind Zero 34

project is approved and then rescinded. 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1787: James Madison secures expansionism as a fundamental principle 
of American liberty in Federalist No. 10  1865-70: The first medical care 35

system in the Southern U.S. 1880: The invention of the term “sexuality”  36

1882: Chinese Exclusion Act 1905: “Hormones”  1910: “Transvestite”  37 38

1923: Coining the term “transsexualism,” Magnus Hirschfeld founds the 
first gender variant medical clinic in the modern West 1945: Truman’s 
national health insurance policy shot down as a latent threat of Leninism 
1973: “Do not forget Bambi L’amour and Dora Mark, Kenny Metzler, and 
other gay people in jail…”  1976: Lou Sullivan is rejected by the Stanford 39

University trans health program because he’s gay 1989: Gathering of two-
spirit native people, their loved ones and supporters, in Minneapolis; 
Leslie Feinberg is invited  1990-94: Operation Desert Shield. “Cisgender.” 40

“I don’t know why other people come to the gym,” Leslie muses in a 
voiceover, “I assume some people come here to exercise. I come here to 
exorcise demons. ” 2000: Real ID Act 2001: “This crusade…this war on 41

terrorism, is going to take a while…The longer and the bigger the better.”  42

2002-03: The Homeland Security Act, the founding of ICE. Sodomy laws 
repealed in the Supreme Court. “When U.S. tanks rolled into Baghdad…
they brought with them the largest army of private contractors ever 
deployed in a war.”  2005: Blackwater incorporates “border security” into 43

its mission 2009: The Matthew Shepard and James Boyd Jr. Hate Crimes 
Prevention Act 2012: CeCe McDonald arrested in Minnesota for stabbing 
a man who violently attacked her on the street for being black and trans. 
NYPD reopens the case of Marsha P. Johnson’s death in 1992. Miss 
Universe opens competition to trans feminine contestants 2013: The day 
after U.S. military court sentences Chelsea Manning to thirty-five years in 
prison for sharing confidential military documents, she publicly comes out 
as a trans woman 2015: Jennicet Gutiérrez interrupts President Obama to 
protest his deportation policies and their impact on trans immigrants and 
detainees. Michigan Womyn’s Festival closes its gates 2016-17: Cub 
Scouts of America includes trans cubs assigned female at birth. Jeff 
Sessions drops Attorney General Loretta Lynch’s lawsuit against North 
Carolina’s anti-transgender HB2. “From 2016 to 2017 U.S. lawmakers 
submitted over 200 anti-LGBTQ bills to become laws. I sat on a bench 
outside the courthouse to end this ritual each day, leaning forward, then 
back, then side to side to feel the page of the bible up inside me, apostle 
Paul deep-fingering me as I read printouts of some of these laws…
reminding me of the words of the great poet Audre Lorde, who said, ‘it is 
not our differences that divide us. It is our inability to recognize, accept, 
and celebrate those differences.’ I tire of these inabilities I will now shit out 
the cause. I will continue to Love this world despite the enemies of Love”  44

Col. Jennifer Pritzker reported to be the world’s first trans billionaire and 
support’s Donald Trump’s campaign for President. 2018: Donna Minkowitz 
apologizes for her transphobia in the 90s. Yance Ford wins an Oscar. 
Chase, what did you mean when you said “The law has been clear for 
decades”?  2019: I tell our students to write for seven minutes, as much 45

as they can. “Don’t worry if the words come out in the wrong order.” 
Anyway, there is nothing straight about feeling and there is nothing 
straight about time. Especially legal time. 
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Is a filmmaker a mercenary? 

 I participate in a Medieval war.  

 Like LARPing, I explain to friends. Some people don’t know what that is, so just 

in case: Live Action Role Play. There’s a Society for Creative Anachronism event hosted 

every Memorial Day weekend in Potrero. Like Comic Con, but a Medieval war. Not a 

specific war: Medieval is an anachronism, against time. You choose who you want to 

be, thirteenth through sixteenth century Europe. You say you’re at war. You say 

encampment too.  

 It’s a great punchline: I’m doing serious research about military contractors and 

grassroots coalitional resistance, and now I’m shopping for Medieval War costumes. 

“What are you dressing as?” a friend asks.  

“A transsexual Jew,” I say.  

“A filmmaker.” 

“A mercenary.” 
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QUIET 

Road Movie Diary: August 2019 

 Driving around Imperial County I’m learning to see land differently. At Bombay 

Beach, John gestures to the mountains: at one time, this was all under water. 

Throughout the Pleistocene glacial age, for at least three million years, the edges of 

river and lake moved repeatedly, forming the Colorado River Delta. By the time Spanish 

settler-colonists arrived in 1600, the bed named Lake Cahuilla was empty. On the 

internet I read that settlers drew the word Cahuilla from the Ivilyuat word kawi’a, 

meaning “master,” and used “Cahuilla” to refer to the Ivilyuqaletem nation, whose land 

stretches around the northern half of what is now the Salton Sea.  Can you imagine 46

geological process without romanticizing time?   47

I am learning how to look at a place and understand something about zoning 

laws and regulations in the unincorporated communities of San Diego and Imperial 

Counties. Preston tells me a wind turbine collapsed on a sacred site where he helped 

enact a ritual in protest of development. It’s because of the snake’s blood, he says: gold. 

Edie tells me that the county and the Bureau of Land Management will approve any 

project that promises increased tax revenue. It doesn’t matter if it’s a shooting range for 

law enforcement training, a mock-Afghan village for mercenary training, or a wind farm.  

Driving from San Diego to Potrero east on 94, the highway narrows to two lanes, 

and then a single lane that curves sharp around mountains. Bald faces of rock reflect 

light and affect me physically. This is a place that eats me while I move through it. I 

attempt to express this feeling by filming while driving. My contribution to the genre of 
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road movie is carsickness. I am learning how to recognize destruction differently: the 

ways that quiet places are destroyed. Learning happens while I’m listening and reading, 

and then while I’m looking out the window, driving alone, on my way to meet someone. I 

am looking over someone’s shoulder while they’re talking to me, following the gesture of 

an arm. Trespassing, I am cautious about spending too much time in quiet places 

unaccompanied. 

When I say that I’m trespassing, I’m thinking about how seeing a place while 

moving through it in a car is like seeing it from above. I’m thinking of filmmaker Beatriz 

Santiago Muñoz writing about aerial photography in Puerto Rico. She explains: 

The United States Navy’s photography department produced images of 
daily life on the Roosevelt Roads Naval Base and Vieques, aerial images 
of the entire eastern coast of Vieques, and other images that… portrayed 
the ideology of rational domination of the Caribbean and demonstrated a 
series of technologies of the visible, the “seeable.” Training us to see our 
geography through that lens is also part of our preparation for war.  48

Santiago Muñoz explains that it is only possible to see a place as empty from above, 

like from a plane, or a drone. Aerial photographs train us to see places as empty even 

when we are in them. The idea that land could ever be empty is a symptom of 

militarized colonial thinking.  

I am interested in what Santiago Muñoz’s analysis means for my gaze moving 

through quiet places in California. Driving, I pay careful attention and space out. I am 

the protagonist in an indie film about passing through, featuring Landscape as the Girl 

Next Door. (Yes, her!) Catching my reflection in a surface of the car, I see that film 

playing out. What am I doing here? The road movie of my dreams is part of the same 

settler legacy that produces drones, aerial photography, and feelings of emptiness. I 

wear sunglasses, drive with my arm on the window. 
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 Quiet is how residents of Potrero and Nomirage describe what they like most 

about where they live. 

Quiet is also how Blackwater West Project Manager Brian Bonfiglio explained the 

appeal of Round Potrero Valley as a site for a new 824-acre facility, during the 

company’s presentation to the community in December 2006.  Bonfiglio explained that 49

Blackwater was interested in Potrero because it is a quiet place: a small rural population 

with a lot of space for everyone. Among others living in Potrero are a significant number 

of military veterans, moved out from San Diego. Blackwater often hires former military 

and law enforcement; the explanation followed that, whether or not Blackwater West 

actually employed locals, whoever populated the new facility would share the same 

cultural identity. The newcomers would not disrupt the quiet, but protect it.   

Blackwater West would be another neighbor minding their own business, another 

neighbor who says “Not in My Back Yard.” A NIMBY isn’t going to fight against a 

proposed training facility because they’re opposed to private military for political or 

ethical reasons. A NIMBY is someone who fights against the development of a private 

military training facility because this place is their property, and they don’t want the 

noise. 

The sharp cliff walls of Round Potrero Valley, Bonfiglio claimed, would create a 

natural sound barrier. Locals responded: that is not how sound works. A valley is a bowl 

that amplifies sound and carries it wildly. In a quiet place you can hear a gun firing for 

miles.  

 Anti-militarism activists knew quiet was code. Quiet meant that Blackwater, which 

in 2006 had scored at least $593 million in federal contracts, could get away with a 
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massive project, close enough to military bases, immigration prisons, and a major 

border crossing to deepen and expand the company’s work with the army and navy, and 

to develop contracts with Border Patrol — but with enough distance from the city and 

the San Diego-Tijuana crossing to fall out of sight.  It meant they could get away with a 50

project that might encounter more resistance had it been proposed within the city limits 

of San Diego.  

In 2007 the population of Potrero was counted to less than 900, predominantly 

white and Latino, with twenty-six percent of residents living below the poverty line.  In 51

mid-2000s media, Potrero is described as a quiet place, a hamlet, in contrast to noisy 

Tecate, just a couple miles away. In December 2007, approaching the recall election 

that would successfully replace the members of the Potrero Planning Group  who had 52

voted in favor of the Blackwater West project, the New York Times introduced Potrero 

as: 

An unincorporated community of 850 on the southeastern edge of San 
Diego County, Potrero is a scrubby nexus of military veterans, border 
guards, ranchers and recluses who live so close to the nightclubs in 
Tecate, Mexico, that on quiet nights they can hear Nortec music pulsing 
over the voices of coyotes.  53

“Just a stone’s throw,” reporters say and repeat, “from the US-Mexico border.”  As 54

sound is racialized in a city, out here noisy signifies difference. Noisy is coyotes and 

nightclubs. Noisy is Mexican.   

 Potrero is a Spanish word used to describe a geological landform, a long mesa 

that at one end slopes up to higher ground. In Spain and the southwestern U.S., 

“potrero” is more commonly used for “cattle-farm or ranch,” an enclosed area of pasture 

land. A pasture is a place domesticated animals graze: open, bounded land. I am 
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interested in a pasture as a place that is enclosed — by property lines, gates, visible 

and invisible boundaries — but that seems open, “undeveloped,” empty: a seductive 

contradiction that rivals “open road.”  

It’s important to disclose that I have been seduced. An essay by Lou Cornum 

helps me understand my seduction by Potrero as one characterized by enclosure. They 

write: 

What are the material conditions that allow gay men, some women like 
[lesbian anthropologist Sue Ellen] Jacobs and queer Natives to relish in 
the reconstructed past of the berdache? In a word, dispossession. In 
another word, enclosure. These historical processes of conquest are 
about seizing land, accomplished through war and enforced by the 
structural disruption of the social relations sustained by the land.  55

In their analysis of Native and non-Native gay radicalism that “desires the tribe” as an 

ideal collectivity, I recognize myself as an ignorant gay aggressor. Like the dissenting 

communists and radical faeries Cornum writes about, I am showing up in quiet places in 

hopes of understanding something outside my own immediate life experience. I arrive 

with fantasies of belonging — not about me belonging here, but about someone 

belonging somewhere. I pursue stories of grassroots resistance to private military power 

in quiet places in order to understand something about political activism, and about 

myself. A pasture is an open, bounded place in which I catch myself looking.  

 What happens after looking?  56
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Road Movie Diary: September 2019 

Approaching Potrero on Highway 94,  

I have for months passed  

this hand-painted sign  

on the edge of someone’s property:  

TRUMP  
20   20 

Sometime between August and September, the sign is updated:  

TRUMP  
20   20 

2024 
2028 

When I notice the edit,  

I am not shocked.  

I wonder what it means, that I’m not.  

Maybe Trump will serve four terms,  

like FDR.  

This system is broken, fuck off. 
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Road Movie Diary: July 2019 

 I had a shocking run in with a skinhead last week. I write that in a message to 

someone, but after writing it, I question myself: Am I shocked? I reconsider. It’s not that 

I’m shocked to meet a skinhead in New York. A lot of cops live in Ridgewood. But, I’m 

surprised to find him at a bar where my young, non-binary sibling sings karaoke. I’m not 

shocked that he’s a bald white guy with a tattoo of a swastika in the center of his chest, 

which is at my eye level, with the word  S   K   I   N   H   E   A   D   tattooed like that, 

beneath it — like a caption for the image, like in case you’re unsure what kind of 

swastika it is. What shocks me is he’s shirtless, tattoos on display, that he’s been served 

a beer and was lounging on the bar patio, which was on the sidewalk. The moment we 

walk onto the patio he’s intent on getting our attention, mostly the attention of my 

girlfriend. He stands from the table where he’s sitting with a group of white men, comes 

up to us and takes her hand. He asks her direct questions, agitating. Because he’s 

approached her directly, I’m a little further back, and from this relative distance, I think: 

he can kill us both right now with minimal effort. If he kills us it won’t matter how he 

reads us, we’ll be dead. Should I care whether the skinhead is clocking us? I can’t help 

it. We leave the bar in Queens and sit on the couch in my sibling’s sublet. Processing 

the minutes of our encounter, we realize Nico didn’t see the swastika tattoo on the 

skinhead’s chest. She didn’t see the word skinhead. She didn’t need to see the swastika 

to understand this guy was threatening. Everything about him was threatening. What 

difference does it make what’s on his chest? Nico is a better de-escalator than I am. 
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White Boys 

In Nomirage  

Joe takes me on my first  

off-road vehicle ride 

around the property he helped save  

from private military development 

I try to play it cool 

but actually I don’t know  

if it’s an off-road vehicle or an ATV 

I don’t know  

what an off-road vehicle is 

If I had known 

I might not have tried to film it 

Twenty-five minutes I concentrate  

on not letting go of the weighted 

shoulder rig I’m gripping — driving, 

we’re digging up graves  

High light reflects 

my thigh sweat 

My footage  

is a mess 
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Wild 

 I am talking with a cowboy in his home, several fans whirring. It’s a hundred 

degrees in the desert. He’s managed to avoid paying electricity since the early 90s by 

selling solar back to the grid. He grimaces and shakes his head: “SDG&E.” San Diego 

Gas and Electric: crooks. He explains that the county’s made it almost impossible to 

build your own home like he did when he moved out here. The permitting requirements 

and the cost of the permits themselves — he wouldn’t have been able to do this if he 

was starting now. He’d mentioned on the phone he looked at some of my videos online 

before replying to my message. He says he found them interesting. He says “different.” I 

thank him for looking and ask if he has questions for me before we meet. He says no 

not really. We look through images and notes he kept from the battle against 

Blackwater, a collection of manilla folders and photo albums laid out on the dining room 

table. We get to a stack of local newsletters, mailers featuring a regular column by a 

former resident of the unincorporated place where he still lives. I scan over one column 

that describes the fate homosexuals face in hell.  

The cowboy laughs: “And this guy calls himself a Christian!” He uses the word 

homophobic. “Excuse me dude! That certainly isn’t any kinda church I’d ever go to.” 

 Excuse me dude —  Is this how men talk to each other? 
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Boys 

 Felipe recommends I read Wild Boys by William Burroughs. I mishear him.  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Wild Voice 

I am trying to listen to everything  

and still, I mishear. 

I hope this is not too confessional.  

I wonder if a wild boy  

would care if he sounded  

confessional.  

I don’t know if wild boys  

confess. I wonder if I was  

a wild boy,  

if I can say that, in retrospect —  

I want desperately that when  

I speak, you hear in my voice  

that I was once a wild boy.  

I used to be a wild boy and  

now I am gentle. Now I am someone  

who was once a wild boy.  

I want you to hear that,  

like I didn’t used to care. 
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Road Movie Diary: 1990 - 2016 

 I’ve long identified as someone who exists between places. As a teenager I made 

friends who lived far away so I could travel to see them. I took buses. I never thought of 

myself as someone who could be a driver. Public transportation better suited my 

politics. You can read on a bus, or you can stare. It’s more affordable and better for the 

environment. But it was more than political — I was sure that if I drove, I would die 

driving. Nightmares of being overtaken on the road. At dinner, Sayak and I talk about 

how long it can take to learn to trust yourself. She says she tries to trust her body. Her 

body often knows things before the rest of her does. She says her desires are bigger 

than her fears. There’s too much food at the restaurant, neither of us eats much. I shake 

my head: my desires and fears are usually the same.  

When I was twenty-four, I learned to drive in a Prius in Chicago. I moved to 

Vienna, where I barely entered a car for a year and a half. When I moved back to New 

York I had access to a partner’s Corolla. Driving was a way to reorient my relationship to 

the city, and to my body. I did not understand my sexuality or my gender, but New York 

felt like my body. I was messy and dissociating, moving through grief. What was it to 

return to a place I had left, where I did and did not belong? New York was not my body. 

Desire was another place in between places. I took dates for drives. We parked by the 

piers in Red Hook or industrial-feeling parts of Greenpoint — places connected to our 

generational cruising fantasies.  

The barrier between my sexuality and my politics was thin. I romanticized the 

struggle against AIDS in the 90s, ACT UP meetings in Manhattan, queers gathering for 
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the sick and fallen, for the rage and lust of the living: Monday night meetings where, I 

have heard, the room was live with purpose and flirtation. Urgency. The end of 

unprotected sex — a fantasy of gay sexuality unmediated by the internet. As if AIDS 

was no longer a thing.  Driving to the waterfront, I projected into problematic shadows 57

of a gay past. Death and mythology drove me to see myself as a fag, cruising and being 

cruised, as if a stranger just like me might at any moment come up behind me and 

shove his fingers in my mouth. His fingers in my mouth, the New York of 2016 melts into 

1990, the year of my birth. I attend anti-fascist meetings and fog the windshield giving 

and receiving head. 
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Road Movie Diary: December 14 - 15, 2018 

 K’s ranch is half a mile up a dirt road off Potrero Park Drive. He texts that he’s in 

LA, where he works as a music producer. He bought this part of a 170-acre ranch at an 

auction, with a vision that might attract the Airbnb market, photos of white canvas yurts, 

burning sage, and desert vistas. In K’s absence, I’m met by a tall white guy I 

immediately dislike because he uses the word “retarded” — to describe day-drinking 

yesterday, he forgot his other phone somewhere.  

He tells me this place is good for creativity and leaves me alone. The glamper 

has a big hole in the roof and no lights. It’s basically a lean-to with vintage furniture. I 

choose a lawn chair and open Grindr. The day-drinker is the closest guy online.  

 The rest of the day I wander around the ranch. I shoot a video sequence, an 

illustration for something I’m imagining, a protest scene. When it gets dark I consider my 

options and try writing in the car, my body pressed into the backseat. I move to the front 

passenger’s seat and stay there from 7pm to 5:30am. I type on my orange laptop 

screen. I turn the brightness all the way down and stare out at the dark sky, dozing. 

Every couple hours I turn the car on for heat. I take pleasure in the bizarreness of this 

arrangement, and wonder if I will ever outgrow my enjoyment of my own discomfort. 

[…] 
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 It’s noon or a little later when I leave the library. I need a coffee and decide the 

options in Tecate will be better. Approaching the border I miss the entrance to the 

parking lot. Without meaning to, I drive across. I do not even stop my car at the gate, it 

just rolls through.  

I have coffee at a hipster place and write in my diary.  

Trouble starts when I start driving back to Hillcrest. It’s hilly and sunny and I feel 

very caffeinated, driving in circles for twenty minutes to find the end of the queue. 

Realizing the wait will be an hour or longer, I call Daniel and we get into it.  

He’s telling me how, actually, he’d be pretty good at emotional boundaries on his 

own, but he likes to surround himself with people who have bad boundaries, and by the 

time I get to the border crossing, I’ve forgotten where I am. The border agent in the 

booth asks if I’ve been here before: Do you know you are violating federal law by talking 

on the phone sir? He writes me a ticket. Sitting outside watching two border agents in 

knee pads look through my car and camera, I wonder if they can tell I jerked off in there 

last night. They continue calling me sir while holding my F-marker passport. 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